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vol. 37 (2008) No. 1Book review:POINT PROCESS THEORY AND APPLICATIONS.MARKED POINT AND PIECEWISEDETERMINISTIC PROCESSESbyMartin JaobsenTheory and appliations of point and pieewise deterministi proesses arevery important �elds of stohasti analysis. Point proesses, in this book, are in-terpreted as proesses desribing sattering of points, whih are assoiated withourrenes of random events. The author presents the theory and appliationof simple point proesses (SPPs) and marked point proesses (MPPs). Mainproesses from the seond lass, i.e. pieewise deterministi proesses (PDPs),have a �nite number of jumps in �nite time and they are deterministi betweenjumps. Both these lasses of stohasti proesses are very useful in �nane, in-surane, survival analysis and many other �elds. The sublass of those PDPs,that are Markov proesses, is espeially important from the pratial point ofview.The book is divided into three parts. The �rst is dediated to theory, theseond to appliations and the third onsists of two appendies. There are alsoBibliographial Notes. The overview and de�nitions of probabilisti notions,i.e. onditional expetation, probability, and regular onditional distribution,are presented in Chapter 1 of Part I.Chapters 2 and 3 ontain de�nitions and onstrutions of basi proessesused in the book. In Chapter 2 the simple and marked point proesses arede�ned. Additionally, in the seond setion of this hapter, ounting proessesand random ounting measures are introdued. There are also desriptions ofspaes K, and KE of sequenes of timepoints of events and their marks, W , ofounting proess paths, and M, of disrete ounting measures. It is shown thatSPPs and MPPs an be identi�ed with ounting proesses and random ountingmeasures, respetively. It is also emphasized that SPPs, MPPs, ounting pro-esses and random ounting measures may be viewed as random variables withvalues in orresponding spaes, i.e. K, KE, W and M. Chapter 3 is dediatedto onstrutions of anonial point proesses, ounting proesses and randomounting measures. Its third setion ontains an outline of onstrution of PDPsfrom MPPs.



240 P. NOWAKChapter 4 is essential for understanding further hapters of the book. It is de-voted to probability measures on the spaes W and M. Furthermore, theory ofompensators and ompensating measures is presented. There are also elementsof the martingale representation theory and some fats onerning stohasti in-tegrals. It is shown that a pieewise ontinuous stohasti proess, adapted tothe �ltration generated by a random ounting measure, an be deomposed intoa preditable proess and a loal martingale.Chapter 5 ontains theory of proesses of Radon-Nikodym derivatives (like-lihood proesses) for probabilities on anonial spae of ounting proess pathsand the spae of disrete ounting measures, under the assumption that oneof the probabilities is loally absolutely ontinuous with respet to the other.In partiular, the struture of the likelihood proess and hange of measure byusing loal martingales are disussed.Chapter 6 is dediated to haraterization of the independene between themarked point proesses in terms of the struture of the ompensating measures.There are also onsiderations about ounting proesses and random ountingmeasures with independent inrements. Moreover, some properties of Levyproesses are presented. The author suggests treating this presentation only asinformation. However, in my opinion, it an be useful for many readers, whoapply this lass of stohasti proesses.Pieewise deterministi Markov proesses are de�ned in Chapter 7. Theyare speial ases of pieewise deterministi proesses. Their detailed desriptionis preeded by basi de�nitions and properties of Markov proesses and hains.The author also presents renewal proesses, proesses derived from homogeneousPoisson measures and solutions of a lass of stohasti di�erential equations asexamples of pieewise deterministi Markov proesses. For time-homogeneousproesses, Ito's formula, the full in�nitesimal generator, and stationarity are dis-ussed. The form of the likelihood proesses for pieewise deterministi Markovproesses is the main subjet of the �nal part of this hapter.The su�iently general approah to stohasti analysis in Part I enableduni�ation of the treatment of many lasses of stohasti proesses.The theory of the marked point proesses and pieewise deterministi Markovproesses is a promising �eld of stohasti analysis. The evidene of this fat is awide variety of their appliations. Some examples of appliations are presentedin four hapters of Part II.Chapter 8 is devoted to survival analysis. Problem of estimating an unknownsurvival distribution is onsidered. In the presented ase a partially spei�edstatistial model is used. The estimation is based on an independent, identiallydistributed sample subjet to right-ensoring, and martingale estimators areapplied. Moreover, in Chapter 8, methods of estimation for the Cox regressionmodel are disussed. The onsidered model desribes the intensity of failure.Chapter 9 onsists of three di�erent models. The �rst one is a pieewise de-terministi Markov proess, desribing the evolution of a single-sex population,where eah individual an give birth to a new individual and eah individual



Book review: Point Proess Theory and Appliations 241may die with rates depending on age. The seond model is dediated to risktheory. Sum of a ompound Poisson proess and a linear drift is onsidered. Theruin probability and the Laplae transform of the time to ruin are alulated intwo ases. In proofs of propositions the theory of pieewise deterministi time-homogeneous Markov proess is used. The third model disussed in Chapter 9 isa model desribing the development over time of a soer game. For this modelthe author applies the likelihood proess and hange of measure tehniques toobtain the dynamis of the game.A very interesting example of appliation of a pieewise deterministi Markovproess to mathematial �nane is presented in Chapter 10. It is dediated topriing of risky assets. In plae of Brownian motion, whih is used in the basi�nanial models, prie proess of the underlying asset is desribed by using ofa ompound Poisson proess. For this model, priing of ontingent laims isonsidered. Problems of self-�naning trading strategies, arbitrage and priingwith appliation of martingale methods are disussed. The model with jumps,proposed by the author an approximate the basi di�usion model arbitrarilywell.Chapter 11 is dediated to appliation of pieewise deterministi Markovproesses to queueing theory. In the �rst part of this hapter GI/G/1 queue isonsidered. In this model arrivals our aording to a renewal proess, randomvariables desribing servie times are independent and identially distributed,and there is no dependene between them and the arrival proess. There is alsoa disussion about the stationarity of a simpler model, i.e. M/M/1 queue. Theseond part of Chapter 11 is devoted to appliations of pieewise deterministiMarkov proesses to queueing networks.The series of examples of appliations presented in Part II is very valuable forreaders. In my opinion, it would be better to present more of them in the formof theorems and propositions. However, the general impression from reading ofthis part of the book remains very positive.Appendies in Part III onern di�erentiation of adlag funtions and somebasi elements of stohasti analysis inluding �ltrations and martingales. Theyare helpful for readers not familiar with the theory of stohasti proesses. Bib-liographial Notes in the losing part of book are very useful for readers whoare interested in the theory, as well as in further development of models fromPart II.The theory presented in this book is designed for advaned readers. However,de�nitions and detailed proofs of the most important theorems and propositionsmake the exposition self-ontained. Additionally, the author suggests whihsetions or proofs may be omitted at the �rst reading. Therefore, the bookis useful for both students and researhers. Taking into aount the variety ofappliations of marked point and pieewise deterministi proesses, I reommendthe book to readers interested in stohasti analysis. Piotr Nowak
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